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Catastrophes lead to losses that can be funded (or
absorbed) in different ways
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Many costs and losses from COVID-19 were funded by
insurance
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…although coverage for some (particularly business
interruption) was limited…
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A significant portion was funded by government …and
government finances deteriorated
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Source: Author’s calculations based on data from OECD Economic Outlook, Volume 2021 Issue 2
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Many countries have established catastrophe risk
insurance programmes for large-scale risks…
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Pandemic risk insurance programme proposals: key
themes
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…although in many countries, COVID losses were
multiples of the catastrophe losses faced by insurers in
the past
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Source: Author’s calculations based on data from Swiss Re sigma on natural catastrophes and an estimate of business revenue
losses derived from estimated revenue losses during strict workplace closures in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2020), OECD data on
production for OECD countries (OECD, 2022), and data on the imposition of workplace closure requirements collected by the
Blavatnik School of Government (Hale et al., 2021).
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Could insurance be an alternative to large-scale
fiscal support for catastrophes like COVID-19?
• Could an insurance programme achieve broad take-up?
• Could an insurance programme provide rapid payments
to meet liquidity challenges?
• Could an insurance programme reduce public financial
exposure?
• Could an insurance programme encourage risk reduction
(and support employment stability)?
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